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The Right Choice
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Pacific Dairy had a lot to be
thankful for in 2016! Certainly starting up Gracemar and Vyefield with
the first in North America ProQ
GEA Robotic Parlours was a rewarding accomplishment! What was
started as dream is about to become
main stream with the marvel of GEA
engineering used to milk cows.
As we now enter into this 2017
year, we look forward to starting up
4 dairies with ProQ’s cousin. This
ProQ robot works like an individual
milking robot box and is called a
Monobox. We have 12 GEA Monoboxes to start in 2017. These are also
a first for the Fraser Valley. We are
also looking forward this year to
moving into a bigger building on a
larger piece of property. Happy New
Year to All!
SPECIAL DAY
Congratulations on the start up of
the Lorenzetti Farm for the Klop
families. It has been a long, long year
for all of them, milking on two separate farms, especially with all the
commuting from Laidlaw. Start up
truly was a happy day, like a reunion
for everyone.
The new Double 16
GEA Mag 90i parallel milking parlour started very well. This GEA
parlour is the first for Pacific Dairy
in our area to use the Apollo system
for in-liner dipping. It is also one of
the reasons they chose to go to the
bigger size parlour. The buildings
and construction are fabulous!
Many construction features are a
first, executed by Mardina Construction (Casey Klaassen).

FOOD IN CANADA
“Food in Canada” is Canada’s
food and beverage processing
magazine. It can be an insightful
read in what’s new in the food
world. The following are some of
these insights from the November/
December issue.
 Dairy Farmers of Canada unveils a new logo for stronger brand
identity; see top left hand corner.
 Maple Leaf Foods is closing its
turkey processing plant in
Thamesford.
 Canadian grocery spending habits are changing.
 Canada invests in Dairy to boost
this sector under CETA with $250
million over 5 years for innovations such as robotic milking.
 Gay Lea investing in dairy innovation.
Mississauga, Ontario
based Gay Lea Food Cooperative
has announced an investment of
$140 million over 4 years to establish what it’s calling “an innovative nutrition and nutraceutical
grade ingredients here in Canada.
According to agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), the
Food and Beverage processing industry is the second largest manufacturing sector in Canada, with
the shipments worth $105.5 Billion
in 2014.
from “Food in Canada”
STAFF
We would like to thank Gary
Ormerod for the years of work
with Pacific Dairy and the Dairy
Industry in B.C. He will be leav-
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ing to retire in London, Ontario
where the bulk of his family resides. He will be truly missed by us
and many farmers who enjoyed his
presence on their farms. We would
also like to introduce a young man
with some experience on farms by
the name of Devon Osborne. He
and his young family are from Abbotsford and Devon is a journeyman electrician. We also welcome
a well known commodity in the
dairy industry, known by many.
His name is Mel Schulz and he has
not only had a farm in Chilliwack
but also worked at Avenue Machinery Corp and Morrison Agri
Supply.
PACIFIC AG SHOW
This year will be another coming out year for GEA, especially
with their innovation in milking
Robotics. Last year we sold and
installed 93 Robots (including parlour robots) to 3 farms. This year
on tour, you can see 2 of them at
Van Gard Farms. The Monobox
also has the In-liner Dip system
which will also be showcased at 2
other farms on tour. One being
Vyefield Farms which has a 32 stall
ProQ Rotary with “In-LinerEverything” and also Lorenzetti
Farms with a Double 16 Mag 90i
GEA Parrallel equipped with the
Apollo dip system. See you at the
farms and the show where we hope
to show the GEA Monobox in the
Pacific Dairy Booth.
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These 3 Farms are on the
2017 Dairy Tour showcasing Pacific Dairy Milking
Equipment. We hope that
you are able to view each
of them and have a great
Tour Day on Jan. 25th!!!
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